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the bbc had a radio documentary a few years back where they had fans from the early
days of the beatles in liverpool describe what it was like hearing them live in the cavern.
there is an extremely interesting part where one fan describes how the intro to the song
money back then used to be a few minutes long & was designed to drive the fans wild in
anticipation of what was about to come. let me know if youd like to hear this i dont mean

to burst your bubble, terry, but friend you are wrong. sgt pepper was recorded engineered
and produced in mono by marin and the beatles just like every album preceding it. the

stereo mix was given to geoff emerick to mix and he did it in a matter of hours. i think the
prime example of how stereo loses the beatles in translation is how in the chorus of lucy

in the sky with diamonds, when both john and paul are singing, their vocals are clean
from effect bringing in a moment of clarity. while the beatles complete discography at is

still available for download, i just want to write a little about the extra features of this disc.
besides the album artwork and mini-documentaries, there is also an inside sleeve filled
with lyrics of the songs, and a table of contents with the songs listed by track number,
album title and year of release. the disc should work on any computer with a usb port,

and also on many other devices. i was also able to download a few albums from
apple.com to my iphone, which is a really nice feature, and they were all available as 320

kbps mp3 tracks. of course, a lot of these albums were on sale, so you might want to
check those prices first, and if they are at the same prices that they are when you do

download them, i would suggest waiting until you have the disc, to download the album.
the discs are also available as flac files, and i was able to play all of the albums with my

computer, using flac files from the disc.
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